Introduction
============

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are short, nuclear encoded RNAs that suppress gene expression through partial base pairing with target mRNAs, thereby regulating gene expression at the post transcriptional level.[@R1] In mammals, each miRNA typically targets hundreds of protein-encoding mRNAs and each mRNA is in turn often targeted by multiple miRNAs.[@R1] Both translational suppression and mRNA degradation have been proposed to explain how miRNAs suppress their target mRNAs. The relative contributions of these two mechanisms, however, remain unclear.[@R2]^,^[@R3] Most genome-wide studies of miRNA suppression have measured levels of poly-A containing mRNAs, thereby focusing on the impact of miRNA suppression on mRNA stability.[@R4]^-^[@R7] The role of translation has been technically more difficult to address at a genome-wide level. It is therefore only recently that the relative roles of mRNA stability and translational suppression have been studied on a genome-wide scale by measuring protein and mRNA levels using mass spectrometry and DNA microarrays, respectively.[@R8]^,^[@R9] The conclusions from these studies were limited, however, to highly expressed mRNAs, whose mechanism of suppression may differ from mRNAs with lower expression levels. Moreover, comparisons between DNA microarray data and proteomics data are difficult to interpret because degradation of the mRNA is measured at one specific time point whereas protein levels are measured over a time period. Thus if mRNA levels are measured pre-steady-state the direct comparison to protein levels will not be valid. Accordingly, data generated by the same technology may be preferred for detailed unambiguous genome-wide analysis. Other studies have used polysome-RNA preparations, a complex sample pooling scheme, DNA-microarrays, and mathematical models to calculate the contribution from mRNA translation.[@R10] Following the methodological breakthroughs in RNA sequencing to measure translational activity,[@R11] Guo et al. recently published on the relative contribution of translational suppression and mRNA degradation to miRNA suppression using RNA-sequencing data to estimate both translation and stability. They applied the ribosome protected fragment (RPF) technique to measure translation[@R12] whereby translating ribosomes are immobilized and the protected RNA fragments are isolated and sequenced (generating sequencing reads corresponding to RPFs). RPF data therefore represent a snapshot of where ribosomes are positioned on the mRNA and allows for comparisons of relative ribosome-mRNA association under different conditions. To assess the contribution of RNA degradation, Guo et al. generated in-parallel RNA-sequencing data from randomly fragmented poly-A RNA.[@R12]

A fundamental problem arises in this approach when dissecting the relative contribution of translation and RNA stability because the two data types are not independent.[@R11] Any difference between two treatments observed in the poly-A data should also be observed in RPF data, if the mRNA is translated, because RPF data are influenced by both differential mRNA levels and differential translation. Thus, to calculate how much translation contributes to the miRNA-mediated suppression of gene expression, the RPF data need to be corrected for the contribution of RNA stability[@R13]. In an attempt to accomplish this, Guo et al. subtracted (in log scale) the poly-A miRNA vs. mock effects from the RPF miRNA vs. mock effects: (log2\[RPF~miRNA~\]--log2\[RPF~mock~\])-(log2\[polyA~miRNA~\]-log2\[polyA~mock~\]). Such correction, however, is potentially associated with spurious correlations[@R13]; however, a better alternative approach[@R12] could not be used due to the lack of experimental replication (i.e., n = 1 for all conditions). Guo et al. also performed an additional normalization step motivated by potential contribution from off-target effects to observed stability and translation effects. Off-target effects include de-repression of miRNA target-sites for miRNAs that are not targeted in the experimental model[@R14] and other post-transcriptional regulation. In contrast, transcription would affect both poly-A and RPF data similarly if the mRNA is translated. This normalization is therefore needed only if post-transcriptional off-target effects act differently on stability and translation. This additional correction was performed by subtracting observed median stability and translation effects of the no-site control gene population (i.e., those that do not carry the miRNA target sites) from stability and translation effects, respectively, of each target mRNA.

Using this approach, Guo et al. reported that miRNA suppress gene expression primarily by degrading their target mRNAs inasmuch as only 11--16% of miRNA suppression was reported to occur through translation. They also concluded that the data did not support that suppression of mRNA translation precedes degradation of the target mRNA following introduction of miRNA.[@R12] Because of these unexpected conclusions, given abundant empirical single mRNA studies indicating substantial contributions from translation,[@R15] we revisited the data set. Our re-analysis suggests that the conclusion that 84--89% of microRNA-induced suppression of gene expression is due to degradation of target mRNAs is not unequivocally supported by the data and that the importance of translation was likely underestimated for some subsets of miRNA targets. Moreover, in contrast to Guo et al., our analysis indicates that mRNA translation precedes degradation of the target mRNA during miRNA-mediated suppression of gene expression in mammals.

Results
=======

Potential bias from normalization of stability- and translation-effects
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Guo et al. assumed that translation and stability were affected differentially by off-target effects and that off-target effects could be estimated from a set of no-site control genes (i.e., those mRNAs that were not targeted by the experimentally tested miRNA). Comparison between a population of target mRNAs and a population of no-site controls is a common strategy to assess target dependent regulation in genome-wide experiments e.g.[@R16] Normalization using a no-site control population, however, has not to our knowledge been used to normalize effects of different mechanisms, here stability and translation, to compare their relative magnitude. The potential pitfall of using the no-site population for normalization in this context is that if that population is not affected by the same off-target mechanisms as the population that is being normalized, the resulting normalized data will at least partially reflect the impact of other mechanisms which act only on the no-site controls. Indeed, in DNA microarray gene expression data, a number of early bias-correction attempts that appeared reasonable from biological or technical perspectives failed in practice (by increasing bias and/or variability). They include background correction of 2-color cDNA data,[@R17]^,^[@R18] the MAS 5.0 algorithm for Affymetrix data,[@R19] and the use of house-keeping genes for normalization.[@R20] Therefore, an alternative strategy that is commonly used in analysis of genome-wide data are to assume that off-target effects will on average act similarly and that attempts to normalize are therefore best avoided. For these reasons, we were interested in assessing the validity of the no-site control normalization approach in the present study.

First we sought to assess whether the assumptions of the no-site control normalization holds. One assumption that can be tested is whether the no-site controls efficiently estimate off-target effects arising from post-transcriptional mechanisms, such as de-repression.[@R14] To this end we compared the no-site control genes to the target genes on number of miRNA target sites not targeted by the introduced miRNA. The median number of miRNA target sites (for miRNAs that are expressed in HeLa cells[@R21]) among no-site controls was smaller than for experimentally-targeted mRNAs ([Fig. S1-a](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; p \< 1e-8 for all no-site control to target site category comparisons \[Wilcoxon's rank sum test\]; we used a rank sum test and show the medians in [Figure S1a](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} due to the skewed distribution of the number of target sites per mRNA). Other RNA elements could also mediate off-target effects and should be evenly distributed between the no-site control and the target gene categories (e.g., frequencies of AU-rich elements \[AREs\]). No-site control genes showed lower frequencies of ARE ([Fig. S1-b](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; p \< 0.01 for all no-site control to target site category comparisons \[Fisher's exact test\]). We also compared 3′ UTR lengths to assess overall potential for regulation by other post-transcriptional mechanisms which could act as off-target effects. The no-site control genes had shorter 3′UTRs, indicating that they likely harbor fewer other potential off-target effect mediating RNA-elements ([Fig. S1-c](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; p \< 1e-14 for all no-site control genes to target site category comparisons \[Student's t-test\]). Thus, no-site control mRNAs differed substantially from target gene categories in key RNA features. We therefore performed our analysis under the assumption that off target effects will on average be similarly active in translation and stability; we also monitored how conclusions based on this normalization approach differed from those reached by Guo et al..

Analysis of non-overlapping subsets indicates a wider range for the contribution of mRNA translation to miRNA mediated suppression of gene expression
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the original study,[@R12] two cellular models were used: an in vitro model of HeLa cells studied at 12 and 32 h after transfection with mock, miR-1 or miR-155 and a mouse neutrophil knockout model for miR-223 (mock and miR-223 knockout). The original estimate of how much translation contributed to the observed differential levels of RPF data was presented for the 32 h time point and the neutrophil model (it was concluded that the 12 h time point data supported these experiments). In light of empirical findings that translational repression is more pronounced early after miRNA targeting and is followed by RNA degradation,[@R3] we re-analyzed both time points. Also, the original analysis[@R12] included assessment of three groups of miRNA-targeted mRNAs. Those mRNAs carrying the miRNA target site but where the protein was not detected in a proteomics study on the impact of miRNAs on protein levels[@R8]^,^[@R9] - "site-no-protein category"; those mRNAs with target sites where the synthesized protein could be detected using proteomics but where there was no support for reduced protein levels following miRNA transfection - "site-protein-no-support category"; and those where the level of the synthesized protein from the targeted mRNA changed following miRNA perturbation - "site-protein-support category."

In the original analysis of the data, the miRNA target categories were non-orthogonal.[@R12] That is, miRNA targets belonging to the site-protein-no-support and the site-protein-support categories were included in the site-no-protein category. Similarly, miRNA targets belonging to the site-protein-support category were included in the site-protein-no-support category ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This procedure made the comparisons between the partially overlapping categories difficult to interpret and invalidated their associated p-values. To avoid this complication in our re-analysis, we generated three orthogonal groups ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Figure 1.** Analysis using non-overlapping categories differs from analysis with overlapping categories. (A) In the original analysis, the miRNA target site categories were not analyzed independently as mRNAs harbouring miRNA targets overlapped between the categories. **(B)** In our re-analysis the categories were created to allow an independent analysis of the three categories. **(C)** Percentage contribution of translation to observed miRNA mediated suppression between mRNAs carrying target sites that were not (site-no-protein) or were (protein-detected) detected by proteomics. P-values for KS and Wilcoxon rank sum tests are indicated.](ktrs-01-01-10924557-g001){#F1}

Guo et al. concluded that because target mRNAs whose expressed proteins were detected using proteomics (i.e., site-protein-no-support and site-protein-support categories) showed mRNA translation contributions similar to those of mRNAs with sites (i.e., the site-no-protein, site-protein-no-support and the site-protein-support category), the site-no-protein category added no additional information and was not evaluated in detail. Because of the overlapping categories, however, differences between target mRNAs that were or were not detected at the protein level could have been obscured ([Fig. 1A--B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To assess the contribution of mRNA translation Guo et al. calculated the mean difference between RPF and poly-A effects (log2\[RPF~miR~\]--log2\[RPF~mock~\])-(log2\[polyA~miR~\]-log2\[polyA~mock~\]) divided by the mean RPF effect (log2\[RPF~miR~\]--log2\[RPF~mock~\]). This is interpreted as the percentage of the observed miRNA mediated suppression that is caused by translational control. Without biological replication, however, the variability (random, technical and biological) of the estimates is unknown. We therefore used the two time points (12 and 32 h) from the mock condition in the HeLa cell model as proxies for replicates in a simulation to estimate the variability of the mean RPF effect, the mean poly-A effect, and the mean RPF effect corrected for the poly-A effect for each miRNA (miR-1 or miR-155), time point (12 or 32 h) and miRNA target site category (site-no-protein, site-protein-no-support or site-protein-support) (see Materials and Methods for details). We then compared target mRNAs that were detected at the protein level (site-protein-no-support and site-protein-support categories) to those that were not detected (site-no-protein category) by calculating the percentage of the regulation attributed to translation and the associated 95% empirical confidence intervals (from the simulations). This analysis identified a \~1.7 fold difference for the contribution of mRNA translation between mRNAs (with miRNA target sites) whose proteins were or were not detected ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, KS and Wilcoxon p-values \< 2.2e-16) for both miR-1 and miR-155 at the 32h time-point. The same analysis using data normalized to the no-site control generated similar results (KS and Wilcoxon p-values \< 2.2e-16). This difference in results between our analysis and that of Guo et al. is therefore primarily due to the use of overlapping vs. non-overlapping categories and not to the normalization approach. This finding prompted re-analysis of the independent categories.

We performed detailed analysis of each of the non-overlapping categories using the simulation approach described above; the resulting densities in [Figure S2](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} represent the variability of the mean effects. This analysis showed that the effects observed for the site-protein-no-support category were so small that further analysis was difficult to interpret. Although Guo et al. also excluded the site-protein-no-support category, the almost complete lack of regulation was not apparent when assessing overlapping categories (i.e., the combined site-protein-no-support and site-protein-support categories vs. the site-protein-support category). Similarly to Guo et al., we found that the site-protein-support category showed robust effects at most time-points which was also the case for the site-no-protein category. We therefore continued our analysis using the site-no-protein and the site-protein-support categories only. [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the contribution of translation in each of the conditions by calculating the percentage of regulation attributed to translation (similar to [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The miR-155 12 h conditions, in particular the site-no-protein category, notably showed substantially larger confidence intervals than all other conditions ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This is a result of the smaller observed effects because the percentage contribution of translation can become unstable across simulations when one small effect is divided by another small effect ([Fig. S2](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The remaining conditions showed comparable variability as judged by the width of the confidence intervals ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). After excluding the unreliable miR-155 12h condition, one of the two 12 h time point miRNA categories suggested that translation contributes at least as much as stability to miRNA mediated suppression (≥ 50%), while at 32 h two of four conditions suggested substantial contribution of translation (≥ 30%). The contribution of translation as presented in [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (21--58% at 12 h \[after excluding the miR-155 condition\] and 12--31% at 32 h, depending on category and miRNA) is substantially different from the 11--16% contribution suggested by Guo et al.[@R12]

![**Figure 2.** Relative contributions of translation and stability to miRNA mediated suppression of gene expression depend on time and miRNA target site category. (**A**) Shown is the percentage contribution of translation without normalization to the no-site control to observed miRNA mediated suppression with associated 95% confidence interval at each condition. The number (n) of mRNAs in each category is indicated. (**B)** Same as (**A**) but using data normalized to the no-site control.](ktrs-01-01-10924557-g002){#F2}

We next assessed the impact of the Guo et al.'s no-site control normalization approach on these conclusions. We re-did the above analyses using no-site control normalization and obtained effects with similar variability as judged by the width of the empirical confidence intervals (compare [Figure 2A--B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The no-site control gene normalized data showed percentage contributions from translation of 13--41% after 12 h (after excluding the miR-155 condition) and 12--36% after 32 h ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), again substantially different from 11--16%. The relative contribution of translation under most conditions (5 out of 6, after excluding the miR-155 12 h condition) using the no-site control gene normalized effects were within the 95% confidence intervals from the analysis of non no-site control gene normalized data ([Fig. 2A--B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that although the normalization approach to some extent affected mean-contributions of mRNA translation (compare [Figure 2A--B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), our analysis of independent non-overlapping categories had a larger impact on the results. Thus, by separating the miRNA categories into independent groups at different time points, different conclusions regarding the relative contribution of translation and stability for miRNA-mediated target suppression emerge.

We extended this analysis to the chronic miR-223 model, which could be mechanistically different from the acute HeLa model and which does not allow for temporal analysis. Due to the lack of replication, the analysis presented in [Figure S2](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for HeLa cells was not possible for the miR223 model because such analysis relies on empirical confidence intervals. Instead, we compared mRNA effect distributions rather than the category mean effects shown in [Figure S2](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In the miR-223 model, neither the site-no-protein nor the site-protein-no-support category showed any regulation ([Fig. S4](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The remaining 77 mRNAs belonging to the site-protein-support category showed small effects and indicated that stability contributed more than translation to observed miRNA mediated suppression. Notably, the distribution of the differences between the RPF and the poly-A effects overlapped substantially with the distribution of the poly-A effects and \> 50% of the mRNAs showed larger poly-A effects than RPF effects (\> 40% when the data had been normalized to the no-site controls). These aspects highlight the limitations of the miR-223 model.

Analysis of non-overlapping categories suggests that suppression of mRNA translation precedes degradation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There appeared to be a larger contribution of mRNA translation after 12 h compared with 32 h for miR-1 ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) which motivated us to reassess the conclusion of Guo et al. that translation was not more active at 12 as compared with 32 h. Indeed there was a significant reduction of the contribution of mRNA translation at 32 as compared with 12 h based on the simulated distributions for both the miR-1 site-no-protein (1.9-fold) and site-protein-support (1.8-fold) categories (all KS and Wilcoxon p-values \< 2.2e-16). The same analysis using data normalized to the no-site control generated a similar result for the site-no-protein category (KS and Wilcoxon p-value \< 2.2e-16) while the contribution of translation for the site-protein-support category was not further reduced from 13%. Thus in contrast to the conclusions of Guo et al., our reanalysis of non-overlapping categories suggests that suppression of mRNA translation precedes mRNA degradation for at least some of the miRNA target categories. The effect was also observed for the miR-155 data, although the 12 h time-point is based on effects too small to allow analysis ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Although this conclusion may also be affected by the difference score approach used to calculate translation effects (which is potentially associated with spurious correlations) it nevertheless illustrates the impact of analyzing non-overlapping categories.

Translation effects are potentially limited by the floor of the dynamic range
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

An important insight when evaluating this data set using the present approach is that for the translation effect to be, for example, equal to that of mRNA stability, the RPF effect must be twice the poly-A effect (i.e., a 2-fold larger effect for RPF data are needed to conclude a 50% relative contribution of translation compared with stability as calculated in [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the larger the poly-A effect, the larger the required dynamic range for the RPF data to conclude 50% relative contribution from translation. This aspect could become critical because the signals could approach the floor of the dynamic range and therefore be unable to decrease further (i.e., be unable to detect translation effects). Guo et al. used a heuristic cut off for mRNA inclusion of 100 sequence reads in the mock conditions to address this potential problem (both polyA and RPF). We sought an approach to evaluate if the contribution of translation, using this heuristic threshold, could have been underestimated due to lack of dynamic range for RPF data.

Variances often increase at the floor of the dynamic range of a log2 scale due to the additivity of the noise close to the detection limit.[@R22] Thus, by comparing the log2 signals to the standard deviations one can assess if the data are approaching the floor of the dynamic range. We obtained the standard deviations from each experimental condition across the 12 and 32 h time points only from mRNAs that were not miRNA targets in each specific experiment. This represents a good estimate of what the standard deviation is across the signal range as thousands of mRNAs are included. We then examined the relationship between the expression level and the standard deviations for the site-no-protein and the site-protein-support categories at 32 h. [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows that at 32 h both the site-no-protein and the site-protein-support category had shifted to a position in the signal range for RPF data where the standard deviations increase rapidly, indicating that a substantial proportion of the RPF data are at or near the floor of the dynamic range. This was true for both the miR-1 and the miR-155 experiments but was not evident to the same extent for the poly-A data in part because poly-A data were less variable (this analysis was not possible for the miR-223 model due to the lack of replication). Because a gene with a large poly-A effect requires an even larger dynamic range for RPF data to show translation effects, a lack of dynamic range would lead to larger poly-A effects (i.e., more negative) being associated with lower percentage contribution from mRNA translation. We therefore compared the percentage contribution from mRNA translation to the poly-A effect (i.e., stability effect). Strikingly, larger poly-A effects (i.e., more negative) were associated with a lower contribution of mRNA translation ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; as expected, this relationship was also found when the data had been normalized to the no-site control \[[Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]). Moreover, this analysis suggests that the difference between the categories (site-no-protein and site-protein-support) in terms of relative contribution of mRNA translation ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) is that more mRNAs in the site-protein-support category are associated with larger poly-A effects than in the site-no-protein category ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and therefore potentially more biased toward low contribution of mRNA translation due to the lack of dynamic range. The finding is also consistent with the observation that suppression of mRNA translation precedes degradation of target mRNA in as much as suppression of mRNA translation is more pronounced among mRNAs that are not substantially degraded ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and also that miRNA targets that enjoy more regulation at the level of stability are primarily targeted by stability at this time point. However, these hypotheses cannot be distinguished from effects due to a lack of dynamic range.

![**Figure 3.** Translation effects are potentially limited by a lack of dynamic range for RPF data. (**A**) For each data type (RPF or poly-A), treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) and target site category (site-no-protein or site-protein-support) the density of signals at 32 h from mRNAs belonging to that subset is indicated (for this analysis we used mean centered counts (to 0) as signals to avoid obscuring the relationship between signal and standard deviation by differences in mRNA length). A line representing the lowess regression of the standard deviation (obtained from mRNAs not targeted by the miRNA across the two time points) to the signal is shown together with the empirical 95% confidence interval for the standard deviation as a function of the signal. The floor of the dynamic range is approached as standard deviations increase, and is related to signal intensities. (**B--C**) Relationship between poly-A effects and the percentage contribution of mRNA translation at 32 h stratified by miRNA site (miR-1 or miR-155) and category (site-no-protein or site-protein-support) using non-normalized (**B**) or no-site control normalized (**C**) effects. Genes passing filtering thresholds are shown (RPF effect \< \[-0.5\]; relative contribution of mRNA translation between 0 and 100%; and poly-A effect \< 0). The line represents a lowess regression.](ktrs-01-01-10924557-g003){#F3}

Mechanisms for suppression of single miRNA target-mRNAs are largely unknown
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our analyses and the original attempt to derive systems-wide effects of translation and stability by estimating miRNA target site category mean effects. [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests, however, that there might be considerable heterogeneity between mRNAs. To assess across-mRNA differential mechanistic involvement, a per-mRNA rather than a per-category analysis is needed. [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the per mRNA proportional contribution of translation relative to all regulation (calculated in a manner similar to that in [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} but per mRNA instead of means across mRNAs) for each miRNA (miR-1 and miR-155), time point (12 and 32 h) and category (site-no-protein and site-protein-support). This analysis suggests large inter-mRNA variation for the relative contribution of translation and stability for all stratifications of the analysis (this was also the case when data had been normalized to the no-site control[, Fig. S5-a](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is noticeable that the ratios sometimes are larger than 1 (indicating \> 100% translation) and sometimes less than 0 (indicating \> 100% stability) (similar results were obtained for miR-223 \[[Fig. S5-b](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]). A comparison of the per mRNA effects for poly-A and RPF data indicates that this measurement difficulty is common in the present data: poly-A effects are larger than RPF effects for 30--40% of the mRNAs ([Fig. S5-c](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; \> 50% mRNAs show larger poly-A effects compared with RPF effects for miR223 data \[not shown\]). These values are similar to those generated by the no-site control normalized data (miR-223 \> 40% \[not shown\], miR-1 30--40% and mir-155 30--50% \[[Fig. S5-d](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]), indicating that normalization to no-site controls cannot overcome this issue. Another approach for per mRNA analysis is to compare the RPF effect to the doubled poly-A effect as this corresponds to the situation when the two mechanisms contribute equally to miRNA mediated suppression. Such analysis, using the same stratification as in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, supports the conclusion that there are mRNAs which are primarily regulated either by translation or stability ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; similar results for miR-223 \[[Fig. S5-e](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]). As expected this was the case also when the data had been normalized to the no-site control ([Fig. S5-f](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These two approaches do not, however, take per mRNA variance into account -- something that is needed when attempting to obtain mRNA specific conclusions regarding mechanisms. A per-mRNA linear regression provides a statistical model for analysis and indicates that it is unclear whether translation or stability is more important for miRNA mediated suppression for most individual mRNAs ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although normalization to the no-site control cannot be incorporated, applying this approach to the no-site control genes generated the expected number of significant findings under the null hypothesis (i.e., 5%, [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that the approach is reasonable. Thus at a single mRNA level, the mechanism of suppression cannot be deduced from the current data set. This likely results from the lack of biological replication leading to insufficient statistical power.

![**Figure 4.** A per mRNA analysis of the relative contribution of translational and stability to miRNA mediated suppression of gene expression is inconclusive. (**A**) Across mRNAs box plots of proportions of the regulation attributed to translation (similar interpretation as [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The lines indicate (from top) 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% contribution from translation. (**B**) Box plots comparing the per mRNA contribution of translation and stability to miRNA suppression by subtracting twice the poly-A effect from the RPF effect. 0 (dotted line) indicates equal contribution of translation and stability. Negative values indicate more contribution of translation while positive values indicate more contribution of stability. (**C**) Per mRNA statistical analysis using linear models of mechanisms contributing to miRNA mediated suppression. The % mRNAs targeted primarily by translation or stability; or both translation and stability in the HeLa model stratified by treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) and miRNA target site category (no-site, site-no-protein or site-protein-support) is shown.](ktrs-01-01-10924557-g004){#F4}

Discussion
==========

We have presented data that calls for a re-assessment of the magnitude of the relative contribution of translation and stability to observed miRNA mediated suppression of gene expression. We show that the conclusion from Guo et al. that 84--89% of microRNA-induced suppression of gene expression is due to degradation of target mRNAs was influenced by how the miRNA target categories were constructed and how the time points were analyzed. Moreover, both the Guo et al. analysis and our analysis are potentially influenced by lack of sufficient dynamic range for RPF data and the resulting likely underestimation of translation ([Fig. 3A--B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Although the choice of normalization approach (no-site control normalization or not) influenced relative contribution from mRNA translation, discrepancies stemmed mostly from whether the analyses were performed on non-orthogonal (Guo et al.) or orthogonal (the present analysis) miRNA categories.

Our re-analysis also suggests that translational control may precede mRNA degradation in mammals ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which is in agreement with a large proportion of the current empirical literature,[@R3]^,^[@R15] a recent study applying the RPF technique in zebrafish[@R23] and detailed recent studies of kinetics.[@R24]^,^[@R25] Although Guo et al. did not design their experiment to primarily assess regulation of single targets, it is important to note that the data are insufficient in most cases to make conclusions about the mechanisms of regulation at the single mRNA level ([Figs. 3B--C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4A--C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Possible heterogeneity or varying combinatorial utilization of mechanism (e.g., depending on miRNA identity, mRNA identity and biological context) therefore needs to be considered whenever an investigator intends to examine the impact of specific mRNA -- miRNA interactions on gene expression. One aspect that also needs to be considered is the limitations of the experimental setup for conclusions on how single miRNA targets are regulated. A plausible model is that once the miRNA is introduced there is a probability that an mRNA with a target site is suppressed by translational control or RNA degradation that could be cumulative over time. If an mRNA is targeted by translational repression there is also a probability for that mRNA to be degraded which could also be cumulative over time. Assessing these probabilities will allow determination of miRNA-target specific roles of mRNA translation and stability for suppression of gene expression. Such studies will need to take kinetics into consideration and include more sequence reads to avoid problems relating to analyzing diminishing effects at the floor of the dynamic range. Replication is needed to obtain mRNA-by-mRNA estimates of random error for statistical tests and for analysis without confounding spurious correlations[@R13]. Small replication such as triplicates enables analysis without spurious correlations, offers a substantial increase in measurement precision, and enables use of variance shrinkage methods to increase the power of statistical tests beyond what low replication normally provides.[@R26]

Material and Methods
====================

Data set preparation
--------------------

Data were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession number GSE22004 and GSE22001). We used the data that were extracted and normalized by the authors of the original presentation using the Reads Per Kilobase of exon model per Million mapped reads (RPKM) approach. Similar to the original presentation we used the log2(RPKM) values as signals. The miRNA target site category identities ("site-no-protein," "site-protein-no-support" and "site-protein-support" as shown in [Figure 1A--B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were also downloaded as part of GSE22004 and GSE22001.

Comparison of RNA features between no-site control genes and target categories
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We annotated for all miRNAs that are expressed in HeLa cells to assess de-repression by comparing abundance of non-experimentally targeted miRNA sites.[@R21] We used conserved sites from TargetScan for miRNA to mRNA target site annotation[@R5]^,^[@R27] and counted the number of non-experimentally targeted miRNA target sites per mRNA for expressed miRNAs. We used Wilcoxon's rank sum test to compare the group of no-site control genes to each of the target site categories for each miRNA transfection (miR-1 or miR-155) separately. ARE annotation was obtained from ARED[@R28] and we scored mRNAs dichotomously as either harboring ARE or not. Fisher's exact test was used to compare the proportion of ARE carrying mRNAs between the group of no-site control genes to each of the target site categories for each miRNA (miR-1 or miR-155) separately. We used data from the RefSeq database[@R29] for comparison of 3′ UTR lengths. We used Student's t-test to compare the group of no-site control genes to each of the target site categories for each miRNA treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) separately.

Simulation of translation and stability effects
-----------------------------------------------

The two time points (i.e., 12 and 32 h following transfection) could not be used as replicates for estimating mRNA and condition-specific standard deviations because effects (for mRNAs targeted by miRNAs) often increased with time. Instead, we estimated mRNA-specific standard deviations from the mock conditions across the 12 and the 32 h time points (for RPF and poly-A data separately). We simulated 1000 signals for each mRNA in each of the 6 conditions (i.e., mock, miR-1 or miR-155 both 12 or 32 h post-transfection) by sampling from a normal distribution (rnorm function in R) using the empirical signal as a mean and each mRNA's standard deviation from the mock condition as standard deviation (RPF or poly-A according to the simulated condition). We calculated per mRNA and per simulation effects \[log2(miR)-log2(mock)\] for RPF data and poly-A data; and the difference between the RPF effects and the poly-A effects. We then generated per simulation means of the RPF effects, poly-A effects and the differences between RPF and poly-A effects, stratified on treatment (miR-1 or miR-155), time point (12 or 32 h) and miRNA target site category (site-no-protein, site-protein-no-support or site-protein-support). This generated 1000 mean effects per condition and effect type which were plotted as densities in [Figure S2](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Empirical 95% confidence intervals in [Figure 2A--B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} were obtained from calculations of relative contributions from translation (log2\[RPF~miR~\]--log2\[RPF~mock~\])-(log2\[polyA~miR~\]-log2\[polyA~mock~\]) divided by total regulation log2\[RPF~miR~\]--log2\[RPF~mock~\] for each of the 1000 simulations.

Assessments of dynamic range
----------------------------

We estimated standard deviation (noise) to signal relationships for each treatment and RNA type (i.e., miR-1 and miR-155 for both RPF and poly-A data) to examine dynamic range ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because standard deviations of miRNA-targeted mRNAs potentially reflect both noise and treatment, standard deviations were estimated from non-targeted mRNAs across time for each treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) and RNA (RPF or poly-A). Note that this is different from using no-site control genes for normalization in that no-site control genes are used solely for assessing the signal to variance relationship for the experiment. We thereby obtained four standard deviation to signal relationships (RPF miR-1; RPF mir-155; poly-A miR-1; and poly-A miR-155). These were used as comparisons to the distributions of the signals 32 h after miRNA transfection (miR-1 or miR-155) for each RNA (RPF or poly-A) and miRNA target site category (site-no-protein and site-protein-support) separately.

Per mRNA analysis using linear regression models
------------------------------------------------

Linear regression models without replication are saturated, leaving no degrees of freedom for the error term when using the full model. A common solution is to obtain estimates of residual error from higher order interactions (in the present case, the 3-way interaction) under the assumption that they estimate error rather than effects. We used a full linear model (with RNA \[RPF or poly-A\], treatment \[mock or miR\] and time \[12 or 32 h\]); the 3-way interaction effects for individual mRNAs were evenly distributed roughly around 0 for these analyses, suggesting that they could provide reasonable estimates of error ([Fig. S6](#SM0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then used a linear model without the 3-way interaction to calculate the 2-way interaction, and its associated confidence interval, between RNA (RPF or poly-A) and treatment (miR or mock) separately for each treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) and target site category (site-no-protein or site-protein-support). We tested the null hypothesis that translation and stability were equally active. We considered a mRNA specific null hypothesis derived from the poly-A effect (log2\[miR\]-log2\[mock\]) but rejected that possibility due to the lack of information about the error of that estimate per mRNA. Instead we used the per treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) and target site category (site-no-protein or site-protein-support) median poly-A effect as the null hypothesis. We then classified mRNAs as primarily targeted by translation (when the confidence interval for the RNA x treatment interaction was negative compared with the null hypothesis) or stability (when the confidence interval for the RNA x treatment interaction was positive compared with the null hypothesis). There was insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis for the majority of the mRNAs, indicating that conclusions about the relative importance of translation and stability could not be made for these mRNAs. The percentages belonging to each class for each treatment (miR-1 or miR-155) and miRNA target site category (no-site, site-no-protein or site-protein-support) are shown in [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

miRNA

:   microRNA

RPF

:   ribosome protected fragment

ARE

:   AU rich elements
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